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D’aquestes sis preguntes plantejades pel tribunal, l’aspirant haurà de triar-ne tres. 

De estas seis preguntas planteadas por el tribunal, el aspirante tendrá que escoger tres 
de ellas. 

The aim of this practical test is to be sure that the aspirant shows not only a good 
competence in the English Language, but also he/she is a good, innovative and 
communicative teacher. 

1. What aspects should be taken into account when designing the English language 
transition plan between the primary and secondary stages? 

2. In a primary year one class there is a student who has a cochlear implant due to an 
auditory impairment. How would you approach the issues the student has? 

3. You are responsible for teaching English language at a primary school which is 
participating in an innovative and investigative programme. The programme will apply a 
gamified methodology with primary year three children. Design a didactic unit under the 
parameters of this methodology. 

4. You are the English teacher of a 3rd grade class with a student diagnosed with autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD) and you are planning a 45' lesson using game stations to 
improve students' oral skills. 

5. Prepare a session of interactive groups for the second cycle of primary and design five 
activities around the topic of “Descriptions”. Define the organization of the spaces in the 
classroom and the voluntary people who will take part of it. 

6. This year your school is going to receive a Language Assistant from an English 
speaking country. This person will work at your school for at least 9 months and you 
have been assigned as his/her tutor. What change would you make to your classes and 
programming to ensure optimal use of the language assistant ? What kind of tasks 
would you give that person bearing in mind he/she is going to spend at least an hour a 
week with each group


